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In this article,we recall different approaches to the constraint-based, symbolic analysis of hy-
brid discrete-continuous systems and combine them to a technology able to address hybrid
systems exhibiting both non-deterministic and probabilistic behavior akin to infinite-state
Markov decision processes. To enable mechanized analysis of such systems, we extend the
reasoning power of arithmetic satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solving by, first, reason-
ing over ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and, second, a comprehensive treatment of
randomized (also known as stochastic) quantification over discrete variables as well as exis-
tential quantification over both discrete and continuous variableswithin themixedBoolean-
arithmetic constraint system. This provides the technological basis for a constraint-based
analysis of dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata, extending previous results addressing
discrete-time automata [33]. Generalizing SMT-based bounded model-checking of hybrid
automata [5,31], stochastic SMT including ODEs permits the direct analysis of probabilistic
bounded reachability problems of dense-time probabilistic hybrid automatawithout resort-
ing to approximation by intermediate finite-state abstractions.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Most embedded systemsoperatewithinor even comprise couplednetworks of bothdiscrete and continuous components.
Safety assessment of such hybrid systems amounts to showing that the joint dynamics of the embedded system and its
environment is well-behaved, e.g. that it may never reach an undesirable state or that it will converge to a desirable state,
regardless of the actual disturbance. Disturbancesmay originate fromuncontrolled inputs in an open system, like a car driver
performing her driving task, as well as from internal sources of the overall technical system, like failing system components,
including sensors or even actuators. Gradually advancing the capabilities of addressing such systems, research in hybrid
system verification has thus traditionally focused on different classes of system structures and disturbances, ranging from
a closed-system view over non-deterministic to probabilistic or stochastic hybrid systems. While the closed-system view
necessitates a reasonably exact representationof the rather intricate yet deterministic feedbackdynamics of coupleddiscrete
and continuous systems, non-deterministic systems extend this view by unknown inputs of an open system. Probabilistic
systems, finally, allow to capture unpredictable, yet statistically characterizable disturbances.
Within this article, we recollect different approaches to the constraint-based, symbolic analysis of hybrid systems and
combine them to a technology able to deal with hybrid systems exhibiting both non-deterministic and probabilistic be-
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havior as in infinite-state Markov decision processes, thus being able to model feedback behavior of hybrid systems with
both unknown inputs or parameters and probabilistic sources of disturbance, like component failures. The resulting proce-
dure enables constraint-based analysis of dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata, extending previous results addressing
discrete-time probabilistic hybrid automata [33,61] and dense-time non-deterministic hybrid automata [29].
Our procedure belongs to the class of depth-bounded state-space exploration methods based on satisfiability solvers,
which have originally been suggested for large finite-state systems by Groote et al. [36] and Biere et al. [16] and have
since become popular under the term bounded model checking (BMC), now accounting for a major fraction of the industrial
applications of formal verification. The idea of BMC is to encode the next-state relation of a systemas a propositional formula,
to unroll this to some given finite depth k, and to augment it with a corresponding finite unravelling of the tableaux of (the
negation of) a temporal formula in order to obtain a propositional SAT problem which is satisfiable if and only if an error
trace of length k exists. Enabled by the impressive gains in performance of propositional SAT checkers in recent years, BMC
can now be applied to very large finite-state designs.
Though originally formulated for discrete transition systems, the concept of BMC also applies to hybrid
discrete-continuous systems. The BMC formulae arising from such systems comprise complex Boolean combinations of
arithmetic constraints over real-valued variables, thus entailing the need for satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers over
arithmetic theories to solve them. Such SMT procedures are thus currently in the focus of the SAT-solving community (e.g.
[8,19,28,32]), as is their application to and tailoring for BMC of hybrid system (e.g. [1,2,5,29,31]).
The scope of the aforementioned procedures, however, is confined to qualitative (i.e. non-probabilistic) models of hybrid
behavior as well as to purely Boolean queries of the form “can the system ever exhibit an undesirable behavior?”, whereas
requirements for safety-critical systems frequently take the form of bounds on error probability, requiring the residual
probability of engaging into undesirable behavior to bebelowanacceptable threshold. Automatically answering suchqueries
requires, first, models of hybrid behavior that are able to represent probabilistic effects like component breakdown and,
second, algorithms for state space traversal of such hybrid models.
In the context of hybrid systems augmentedwith probabilities, awealth ofmodels has been suggested by various authors.
These models vary with respect to the patterns of continuous dynamics supported, the shapes of randomness modelled,
and the degree to which they support non-determinism and compositionality. The cornerstones are formed by probabilistic
hybrid automata, where state changes forced by continuous dynamicsmay involve discrete random events determining both
the discrete and the continuous successor state [11,33,59], piecewise deterministicMarkov processes [25],where state changes
mayhappen spontaneously in amanner similar to continuous-timeMarkovprocesses, and stochastic differential equations [4],
where, like in Brownian motion, the random perturbation affects the dynamics continuously. In full generality, stochastic
hybrid system (SHS)models can cover all such ingredients [21,41].While suchmodels have a vast potential of application [17,
22,58], results related to their analysis and verification are limited, and often based on Monte-Carlo simulation [18,38]. For
certain subclasses of piecewise deterministic Markov processes, of probabilistic hybrid automata, and of stochastic hybrid
systems, reachability probabilities can be approximated [3,11,20,42] or, if continuous behavior is extremely restricted as in
timed automata or the equivalent class of initialized rectangular hybrid automata, even computed [59,60].
For the automated state-exploratory analysis methods among the above, scalability is in general poor, as they are mostly
relying on explicit representations of either bisimulation quotients or finite abstractions. In previous papers [33,61], we
have presented a technology that preserved the virtues of SMT-based BMC, namely the constraint-based treatment of
hybrid state spaces, while advancing the reasoning power to probabilistic models and requirements. While the technique
is more general, these previous papers focus on depth-bounded reachability of discrete-time probabilistic hybrid automata,
where the dynamics is given by (potentially non-linear) pre–post-relations rather than ordinary differential equations, as
common in hybrid systems. Furthermore, assignments to continuous variables are confined to be deterministic in [33,61].
In the current submission, we strive to overcome these limitations by devising a procedure tackling dense time, dynamics
described by (potentially non-linear) ordinary differential equations, and non-deterministic continuous behavior.
In order to achieve this goal, we first (in Section 2) define dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata (PHA) and provide their
semantics as well as the bounded probabilistic reachability problem. We proceed in Section 3 with introducing stochastic
satisfiability modulo the theories of non-linear arithmetic and ODEs as the unification of stochastic propositional satisfiabil-
ity [47] and satisfiability modulo non-linear arithmetic [32] andmodulo ODEs [29]. Section 4 formalizes the SSMT encoding
of the probabilistic bounded reachability properties of PHA. Solving this symbolic encoding by an extension of the SSMT
algorithm from [61] to incorporate ODEs, which is explained in Section 5, we obtain a technique for analysis of probabilistic
bounded reachability problems of probabilistic hybrid automata. This technique does neither resort to approximation by
intermediate finite-state abstractions of the hybrid systemnor does it require flattening out concurrent systemby computing
an automaton-product, as the handling of discrete states is fully symbolic. The latter is demonstrated in Section 6, where a
system with 13 parallel components is analyzed which would flatten out to more than a million discrete states.
With its focus on scalability in the number of concurrent components and in the size of the discrete components, being
able to analyze e.g. networked automation systems at the level of their feedback dynamics with the continuous domain,
we consider this line of work complementary to the body of analytic techniques developed for classes of hybrid systems
with more intricate stochastic dynamics. Our approach is very confined concerning the stochastic behavior; actually, it
only admits probabilistic events within transitions. Analytic techniques based on Lyapunov theory (e.g. [30]) can handle
eventual stabilizationof switchedstochasticdifferential equationsand reachability theoryofpiecewisedeterministicMarkov
processes [24] can characterize the reach sets of systems incorporating (deterministic) differential equations paired with
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Fig. 1. A probabilistic hybrid automaton A. The rectangular boxes denote random events selecting a transition variant with the probabilities denoted along the
transition arcs. Note that transition selection and execution is a three-stage process: Non-determinism, which may arise due to overlapping guard conditions, is
resolved strictly before performing the random experiment selecting a transition variant determining the successor location. Hereafter, a continuous successor
state is selected.
probabilistic switching governed by guards and state-dependent jump rates. Automation of these approaches is, however,
hard and probably bound to be of confined scalability, as it requires techniques like the construction of a common Lyapunov
function, computation of simulating systems, or the conservative, yet sufficiently accurate approximation of, e.g. hitting
distributions [20], which using usual approximation schemes for distributions is exponential in the continuous dimension
of the system and subject to state explosion in the discrete states. It would be interesting to see how these approaches
could be unified, overcoming the limitations of our current approach concerning the classes of continuous behavior while
retaining its scalability on concurrent systems.
2. Dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata
Probabilistic hybrid automata (PHA) extend the concept of hybrid automata with probabilistic transitions modeling, e.g.
component failures or collisions on a shared medium and the resulting loss of data packets in distributed systems. Like
dense-time hybrid automata, PHA feature a finite set of discrete locations or modes, each of which comes decorated with
a (possibly non-linear) differential equation governing the dynamics of a vector of continuous variables while residing in
the mode and with an invariant constraining the evolution of the continuous variables while in the mode. Mode changes
are effected by instantaneous transitions guarded by conditions on the current values of the continuous variables, and
such mode changes may also involve discontinuous updates to the continuous variables. Both transition selection and
variable updates may be non-deterministic; the first situation arises in case of overlapping guard conditions, the second
due to underspecification in the pre–post-relations defining these assignments. Beyond these mechanisms from hybrid
automata, PHA add the probabilistic selection of a transition variant based on a random experiment: following the idea
of Sproston [59,60], potentially non-deterministic transition selection happens first, choosing one transition among the
enabled ones, and is then followed by randomized selection of a transition variant according to a probability distribution
belonging to the selected transition. The different transition variants can lead to different follow-up locations and different
continuous successors, as depicted in Fig. 1, where the guard condition determining transition selection is depicted to the
left of the box denoting the random experiment. In comparison to Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes [24], PHA add
a second form of choice dynamics, namely non-deterministic choice in both the selection among competing transitions
and the computation of the continuous successor state, yet omit transition rates. The rationale for adding non-determinism
is enhanced expressiveness when addressing open dynamic systems or partially developed technical systems, where part
of the uncertain system dynamics, like component failures in the subsystem modelled, can be characterized statistically,
while other dynamical aspects are unknowns at the time ofmodeling and analysis and thus need to be accounted for in their
worst-case form, as permitted by non-deterministic underspecification under a demonic interpretation of non-determinism.
Formally, a (flat, we will introduce concurrency later on) dense-time probabilistic hybrid automaton A = (, Trans,
R, s, p, g, asgn, ode, inv, init) consists of the following components:
• Finite sets  of locations, Trans of transitions, and R = {x1, . . . , xn} of continuous state components, together with
mappings s : Trans total−→ , assigning to each transition its source location, and p : Trans total−→ P(), assigning to each
transition a probability distribution over the target locations. 1 Here and in the sequel, P(M) denotes the set of probability
distributions over the finite setM.
• A family g = (gt)t∈Trans assigning to each transition a transition guard enabling that transition,where the transition guard
is an arithmetic predicate with free variables in R that may involve non-linear arithmetic and transcendental functions,
as can be seen in Fig. 1.
1 W.l.o.g., distributions range over the full set as unconnected locations and locations connected with probability 0 are indistinguishable w.r.t. probabilistic
reachability.
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• A family asgn = (asgnt,λ′)t∈Trans,λ′∈ assigning to each transition and each target location an assignment which is
defined by means of a predicate over variables in R and R′, where R′ = {x′1, . . . , x′n} denotes primed variants of the state
components in R. Undecorated state components x ∈ R refer to the state immediately before the transition, while the
primed variant x′ ∈ R′ refers to the state immediately thereafter such that the predicates define pre–post-relations. The
assignment predicates are potentially non-linear arithmetic predicates over the continuous variables and may involve
transcendental functions; Fig. 1 provides examples of such assignment predicates.
To maintain the desired separation between the resolution of non-determinism and random transitions, we demand
that assignments are defined for each state satisfying the guard, i.e. require gt ⇒ ∃x′1, . . . , x′n : asgnt,λ′ to be valid for
each t ∈ Trans and each λ′ ∈ with p(t)(λ′) > 0.
• A family ode = (odeλ)λ∈ assigning to each location λ ∈  a flow odeλ : Rn total−→ Rn which describes the continuous
evolutionwhile residing inλ bymeans of a vector field, constraining the evolution to solutions of the ordinary differential
equation dx
dt
= odeλ(x). For technical reasons induced by the constraint solving mechanisms for ODEs, we assume in the
sequel that the automaton follows each individual flow for a total duration of at most a given  > 0, thereafter being
forced into a stutter step before resuming the flow. Note that due to stuttering, this assumption does not prevent the
automaton from residing in λ for an arbitrarily long duration, to the extent permitted by the invariant.
• A family inv = (invλ)λ∈ assigning to each location λ ∈  an invariant invλ which is a box inRn, i.e. specifies for each
xi ∈ R an interval Ixi of finite width that the continuous evolution may not leave while residing in λ.• A family init = (initλ)λ∈ of initial state predicates, where each initλ is an arithmetic predicate over Rwhich constrains
the valuations of the continuous state components when control resides initially in the discrete location λ. 2
The automaton engages in a sequence of continuous flows and discrete jumps, where the continuous flows are solutions to
the ordinary differential equations assigned to the current location and the discrete jumps coincidewith enabled transitions,
thereby first selecting non-deterministically among the enabled transitions and then probabilistically among the different
target locations and finally again non-deterministically among the assignments to continuous variables permitted by the
transition.
Given a transition tr ∈ Trans, A has a tr-jump from state (λ, x) ∈  × (R total−→ R) to state (λ′, x′) ∈  × (R total−→ R) if
s(tr) = λ and x | gtr and if x, x′ | asgntr,λ′ or p(tr)(λ′) = 0. 3 Here, x, x′ | asgntr,λ′ denotes that asgntr,λ′ is satisfied
when x is substituted for the variables in R and x′ is substituted for the variables in R′ or alternatively . Reflecting the
random event of selecting a target location entailed in the transition, the probability of the tr-jump from (λ, x) to (λ′, x′) is
pr = p(tr)(λ′). In this case, we write (λ, x) →prtr (λ′, x′).
A has a continuous flow from (λ, x) ∈ × (R total−→ R) to (λ′, x′) ∈ × (R total−→ R) if λ = λ′ and if there is a continuous
evolution in location λ of duration at mostwhich leads from x to x′, i.e. if there is a duration t ∈ ]0, ] such that
∃F : [0, t] C1−→ Rn :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
F(0) = x
∧ F(t) = x′
∧ ∀δ ∈ [0, t] : dF
dt
(δ) = odeλ(F(δ))
∧ ∀δ ∈ [0, t] : F(δ) ∈ invs(tr)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where A
C1−→ B denotes the continuously differentiable functions with domain A and image ⊆ B. In this case, we write
(λ, x) →t (λ′, x′).
A run of A is a sequence (λ0, x0) →t1 (λ1, x1) →pr2tr2 . . . (λn, xn) of flows and jumps. It need not alternate between flows
and jumps, but may well chain multiple jumps or multiple flows in a row, thus supporting stuttering within flows as well as
permitting multiple jumps at the same time instant. The probability Pr(r) of a run r is the product of the probabilities of the
jumps incorporated, i.e. for the above run it is
∏n
i=1 pri with pri = 1 whenever the step is a continuous evolution and the
probability of the corresponding jump otherwise. Given a run, we call its projection to the states visited, i.e. the sequence
〈(λ0, x0), (λ1, x1), . . . , (λn, xn)〉 its trace.
Note that beyond the stochastic uncertainty of the PHA dynamics, which is covered by the random events in transitions,
there are two points in a step where uncertainty modelled as non-determinism enters. These are in the selection among
the set of enabled transitions, which need not be a singleton, and among the continuous successor state in the assignment
to the continuous variables. As usual in models blending probabilistic and non-deterministic choice, like Markov Decision
Processes [10], we assume that the dynamics is controlled by a decision maker or policy (scheduler, adversary) resolving the
2 A discrete location λ not to be taken initially takes the predicate initλ = false.
3 The alternative p(tr)(λ′) = 0 completes the transition system with default transitions of probability 0 in cases where no explicit transition is available, as
arcs with probability 0 are generally not drawn in PHA and thus naturally associated with the unsiatisfiable transition predicate false. This completion is just a
technicality which avoids many case distinctions in the subsequent development.
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non-determinism based on (complete) observation of the current state and history. Based on the trajectory exhibited so far,
such a policy can decide
1. whether a jump shall be performed, if one is enabled, or whether and for how long the current continuous evolution
shall proceed,
2. in case a jump is performed, which of the enabled transitions tr ∈ Trans shall be taken, and
3. depending on the probabilistically generated random event, which of the possible updates of continuous variables
pertaining to this event shall be performed.
In the remainder, we shall assume that these decisions depend deterministically on the current trajectory prefix, i.e. that the
permissible adversaries are Markovian deterministic policies [6], also known as step-dependent schedulers. Consequently,
a policy consists of
1. a start state selected amongst the permissible initial states {(λ, x) | x | initλ} and
2. a mapping from sequences of sampling points to either a duration t ≤  of the next flow or a transition tr ∈ Trans
to be taken plus a-indexed family of assignments to the continuous variables (one assignment for each outcome of
the random event, thus covering the reaction of the policy to the random event).
I.e. with S =  × (R total−→ R) being the state set of the PHA, a policy is a pair of an initial state and a mapping Pol : S∗ total−→(
]0, δ] ∪
(
Trans × ( total−→ (R total−→ R)
))
with the side condition that the moves suggested by the policy are feasible in
the PHA. The latter amounts to demanding that whenever (λ, x) ∈ S is the last element of the sequence s ∈ S∗ then
∃(λ′, x′) ∈ S : (λ, x) →t (λ′, x′) if Pol(s) = t ∈ ]0, ]
and
∀λ′ ∈  : (λ, x) →p(tr)(λ′)tr (λ′, pa(λ′)) if Pol(s) = (tr, pa)
Given a set of target states Target = (Targetλ)λ∈, a depth bound k ∈ N, and a policy ((λ, x), Pol), the depth-bounded
reachability problem for depth k subject to policy ((λ, x), Pol) can be defined as follows: first, a trace 〈(λ0, x0), (λ1, x1), . . . ,
(λk, xk)〉 ∈ S∗ is consistent with the policy if
1. it is anchored in the start state suggested by the policy, i.e. (λ0, x0) = (λ, x), and
2. the steps are policy-consistent, i.e. for all i < kwehave that (λi, xi) →t (λi+1, xi+1) if Pol(〈(λ0, x0), . . . , (λi, xi)〉) =
t and that (λi, xi) →prtr (λi+1, xi+1) and xi+1 = pa(λi+1)) if Pol(〈(λ0, x0), . . . , (λi, xi)〉) = (tr, pa).
The trace 〈(λ0, x0), (λ1, x1), . . . , (λ,xk)〉 ∈ S∗ hits the target if ∃i ≤ k : xi | Targetλi . The probability of hitting the target
within k steps under policy ((λ, x), Pol) then is
Prk((λ,x),Pol) =
∑
{s∈Sk+1|s consistent with ((λ,x),Pol),s hits target}
Pr(s)
where Pr(s) is the probability of sequence s, which is defined as the probability Pr(r) of the (unique) policy-consistent run
r yielding trace s. It follows from a straightforward induction on the depth-bound k that for any policy, this probability of
reaching Target under the given policy can be characterized recursively as follows:
Lemma 1. Given a PHA A = (, Trans, R, s, p, g, asgn, ode, inv, init) and a corresponding policy ((λ, x), Pol), the probability
of hitting the target within k steps under the policy satisfies
Prk((λ,x),Pol) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if x | Targetλ,
0 if k = 0 ∧ x | Targetλ,
Pr
k−1
((λ′,x′),Pol) if k > 0 ∧ Pol(λ, x) = t ∧
(λ, x) →t (λ′, x′),∑
λ′∈ ptr(λ′) · Prk−1((λ′,pa(λ′)),Pol) if k > 0 ∧ Pol(λ, x) = (tr, pa)
In the sequel, we will be interested in themaximum probability under an arbitrary policy of reaching a given set of target
locations within a given number k ∈ N of steps. Semantically, this is adequate for modelling and analyzing situations where
the target states are considered undesirable and a demonic perspective to non-determinism is taken (rendering the policy
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adversarial), or symmetrically to caseswhere the target states are considered desirable and an angelic perspective (rendering
the policy cooperative) is taken. In particular, depth-bounded probabilistic reachability in probabilistic hybrid systems is
representative of a number of verification problems for embedded systems, e.g.
• performing quantitative safety analysis (in the sense of estimating failure probability) of a conflict resolution scheme
which is expected to terminate after a finite number of actions whenever triggered, like collision avoidance maneuvers
in road traffic,
• performing quantitative safety analysis (in the sense of estimating failure probability) of a finite critical mission, like the
descent of an airplane,
• assessing the reliability of a system subject to regular maintenance, where the number of system actions between
maintenance is bounded by a constant k, or
• step-bounded region stabilization4 of hybrid systems subject to probabilistic disturbances, i.e. determining whether a
system will with sufficient probability converge into a target region within a given step (and thus, time) bound.
We will elaborate on how to formalize these proof obligations after presenting a symbolic encoding of the probabilistic
hybrid system in Section 4.
Formally, the maximum probability of hitting the target within k steps is defined as the maximum over arbitrary policies
of the policy-dependent hit probability, i.e. as probability Prk = max((λ,x),Pol) a policy Prk((λ,x),Pol). The probabilistic bounded
model checking problem (PBMC, for short) is then defined to be the problem of deciding whether the maximum probability
of reaching the undesirable states within a given number of steps is below a given threshold:
Definition 1 (Probabilistic bounded model checking). Given a probabilistic hybrid automaton A = (, Trans, R, s, p, g, asgn,
ode, inv, init) together with a (predicatively defined) set of target states Target = (Targetλ)λ∈, a depth k ∈ N, and a
probability threshold θ ∈ [0, 1], the probabilistic bounded model checking problem w.r.t. target states Target and depth k is to
determine whether Prk < θ .
The maximum probability of hitting the target within k steps can be computed by a backward induction scheme akin to
that of Bellman [10], yielding the following inductive characterization of the probability of reaching a target state.
Lemma 2 (Probabilistic bounded reachability). Given a probabilistic hybrid automaton A = (, Trans, R, s, p, g, asgn,
ode, inv, init) together with a set of target states Target = (Targetλ)λ∈, a depth bound k ∈ N, and a hybrid state (λ, x) ∈
 × (R total−→ R), the maximum probability of reaching the target Target within at most k steps from the initial state (λ, x) – i.e.
under any policy selecting (λ, x) as its initial state –, denoted PkA(λ, x, Target), is
PkA(λ, x, Target) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 if x | Targetλ
0 if x | Targetλ ∧ k = 0
max(idealflow, idealjump) if x | Targetλ ∧ k > 0
where idealflow = max{Pk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) | t ∈ ]0, ], (λ, x) →t (λ′, x′)} and
idealjump = max
tr∈Trans
∑
λ′∈
(
ptr(λ
′) · max{Pk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) | (λ, x) →ptr(λ
′)
tr (λ
′, x′)}
)
.
Proof. By induction over the depth-bound k of the transition tree:
In case k = 0, the set of traces of length k starting in (λ, x) consists of exactly one trace s comprising just the start state
(λ, x), i.e. s = 〈(λ, x)〉. This trace s hits the target iff x | Targetλ. For each policy selecting (λ, x) as initial state, s is the
unique policy-consistent trace of length 0, and thus has probability 1. Consequently,
P0A(λ, x, Target) =
{
1 if x | Targetλ
0 if x | Targetλ
In case k > 0, we can build on the induction hypothesis that for each (λ′, x′), themaximumprobability under any sched-
uler of reaching Targetwithin k−1 steps from (λ′, x′) isPk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) and that there exist a policy ((λ′, x′), Polλ′,x′,k−1)
starting in (λ′, x′) and providing exactly that reach probability within k − 1 steps.
4 Note that eventual stabilization, while frequently considered due to its simpler mathematics, is hardly ever a convincing notion in practice. In most practical
applications, bounds on stabilization time are desirable.
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Now, we define a policy ((λ, x), Pol) for the k-step case by
Pol(〈(λ1, x1), . . . , (λn, xn)〉) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Polλ2,x2,k−1(〈(λ2, x2), . . . , (λn, xn)〉) if n > 1
tideal if n = 1 and idealflow ≥ idealjump
(tr, pa)ideal if n = 1 and idealflow < idealjump
where idealflow and idealjump are defined as before and tideal satisfies (λ1, x1) →tideal (λ′, x′) ∧ Pk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) =
idealflow, i.e. is the flowduration leading to the flow successorwithmaximal P
k−1
A (λ
′, x′, Target). Likewise, (tr, pa)ideal is the
jump with
∑
λ′∈
(
ptr(λ
′) · max{Pk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) | (λ1, x1) →ptr(λ
′)
tr (λ
′, x′)}
)
= idealjump, i.e. selects the transition
and assignments with the maximum weighted sum of the successor’s P
k−1
A (λ
′, x′, Target).
It follows from Lemma 1 that A under policy ((λ, x), Pol) reaches Targetwith probability PkA(λ, x, Target). It remains to be
shown that there is no policy yielding a higher probability of reaching the target. Therefore, let (((λ, x), Pol′) be an arbitrary
policy starting in (λ, x). Concerning the behavior of Pol′ on (λ, x), we can distinguish two cases: either, it takes a flow or a
jump, i.e. Pol′(〈(λ, x)〉) = t∗ for some t > 0 or Pol(〈(λ, x)〉) = (tr∗, pa∗).
In case 1, i.e. if Pol′ selects a flow duration Pol′(〈(λ, x)〉) = t∗, there is a state (λ∗, x∗) such that (λ, x) →t∗ (λ∗, x∗).
Then
PkA(λ, x, Target)
=max(idealflow, idealjump)
≥ idealflow
=max{Pk−1A (λ′, x′, Target) | t ∈ ]0, ], (λ, x) →t (λ′, x′)}
≥ Pk−1A (λ∗, x∗, Target)
≥ Prk−1
((λ∗,x∗),Pol′)
= Prk((λ,x),Pol′)
where the last inequation follows from the induction hypothesis and the last equation from Lemma 1. This shows that Pol′
yields at most the same probability of reaching Target.
Case 2, i.e. that Pol′ takes a jump, is similar . 
3. Stochastic satisfiability modulo theories
The stochastic satisfiability modulo theories (SSMT) problem was introduced in [33,61] as an extension of the satisfiability
modulo theories (SMT) problem (e.g. [7]) to support existential and randomized quantification over discrete variables as
known from stochastic satisfiability [SSAT, 47,56] and stochastic constraint satisfaction [SCSP, 63]. In contrast to SSAT and SCSP
problems, where the domains of all variables are finite, the original formulation of SSMT also permits continuous domains
for non-quantified variables (which are interpreted as the set of innermost existentially quantified variables), and involves
non-linear real arithmetic including transcendental functions like sin and exp. In this paper, we enhance the expressive
power of SSMT beyond [33,61] by two major extensions:
1. Integration of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
2. Existential quantification over real-valued variables.
The integration of ODEs and the possibility to quantify over real-valued variables enhances the SSMT paradigm such that it
can represent the semantics of dense-time hybrid systems.
3.1. Syntax of SSMT
A stochastic satisfiability modulo theory problem
 = Q1x1 ∈ dom(x1) . . .Qnxn ∈ dom(xn) : ϕ
is specified by a prefix Q1x1 ∈ dom(x1) . . .Qnxn ∈ dom(xn) binding the variables xi to the quantifiers Qi ∈ {∃, Rd}, and a
quantifier-free SMT formula ϕ, also called thematrix. A quantifier Q , associated with variable x, is either existential, denoted
as ∃, or randomized, denoted as Rd, where d is a discrete probability distribution over the finite domain of x. In this paper,
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we do not require that the domain dom(x) of an existentially quantified variable x has to be finite but can also be a bounded
real-valued interval.
Intuitively, the value of a variable x bound by a randomized quantifier (randomized variable for short) is determined
stochastically by the corresponding distribution d, while the value of an existentially quantified variable (existential variable
for short) can be set arbitrarily. We usually denote such a probability distribution d by a function [v1 → p1, . . . , vm → pm]
which maps value vi to a probability pi with 0 < pi ≤ 1. The mapping vi → pi is understood as pi is the probability of
setting variable x to value vi. The distribution satisfies vi = vj for i = j, ∑mi=1 pi = 1, and dom(x) = {v1, . . . , vm}. For
instance,
R
[0→0.2,1→0.5,2→0.3]x ∈ {0, 1, 2} means that the variable x is assigned the value 0, 1, or 2 with probability 0.2,
0.5, and 0.3, respectively.
Let V(ϕ) be the set of all variables occurring in an SMT formula ϕ. To cope also with ODE constraints, ϕ contains two
classes of variables: first, variables of base types real and integer, denoted Vbase(ϕ) ⊆ V(ϕ), and second, ODE variables
VODE(ϕ) ⊆ V(ϕ) (cf. Section 3.2.2). We require that only base-type variables are quantified and that has no free base-type
variables, i.e. Vbase(ϕ) = {x1, . . . , xn}, where {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of variables bound in the quantifier prefix. Without loss
of generality, the SMT formula ϕ is in conjunctive normal form (CNF), i.e. ϕ is a conjunction of clauses where a clause is a
disjunction of constraints. A constraint can be either a (non-linear) arithmetic constraint like sin(x2)/y ≥ exp(x · y) or an
ODE constraint like
(
dz1
dt
(t) = z1 · sin(z2), true, x, y, τ
)
. Formally, the syntax of an SMT formula ϕ is as follows.
smt_formula ::= {clause∧}∗clause
clause ::= ({constraint ∨}∗constraint)
constraint ::= arithmetic_constraint | ode_constraint
arithmetic_constraint ::= term relop term
ode_constraint ::= (d ode_var/dt = oterm,
invar, base_var, base_var, base_var)
invar ::= true | const (< | ≤) ode_var (< | ≤) const
term ::= uop term | term bop term | base_var | const
oterm ::= uop oterm | oterm bop oterm | ode_var | const
relop ::= < | ≤ |= |≥ |>
uop ::= sin | exp | sqrt | . . .
bop ::= + | − | · | . . .
where base_var and ode_var are base-type and ODE variables, respectively, and const ranges over the rational constants.
As an example consider the following SSMT formula.
quantifier prefix︷ ︸︸ ︷
R
[1→0.3,2→0.7]a ∈ {1, 2} ∃x ∈ [−1, 3] ∃y ∈ [2, 5] ∃τ ∈ [0, 10] :
(
a = 1 ∨
(
dz
dt
(t) = 1.4 · z, true, x, y, τ
) )
∧
(
a = 2 ∨
(
dz
dt
(t) = z2 − 1.2 · z, 2.5 ≤ z ≤ 7.1, x, y, τ
) )
∧
(
y − x ≥ 4.2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
matrix
3.2. Semantics of SMT
Beforewe formally introduce the semantics of SSMT,we need to define the satisfaction of quantifier-free SMT formulae in
our context. Letϕ beanSMT formula includingnon-linear arithmetic constraints andODEconstraints. 5 Then,wecallσ a total
valuation if itmaps each base variable x inVbase(ϕ) to a value inR and eachODE variable fromVODE to a function, respectively.
More precisely, for base-type variables x ∈ Vbase we have σ : x → σ(x) ∈ R, and for ODE variables x ∈ VODE , σ : x →
σ(x) ∈ C1fin, where C1fin denotes the set of differentiable functions on an interval, i.e. C1fin :=
{
x ∈ C1∣∣dom(x) = [0, a], a ≥ 0}.
An examplemayhelp to clarify this definition ofσ . For two variables a, b ∈ Vbase and a variable c ∈ VODE , a possible valuation
σ could be given by σ(a) = 3.2, σ(b) = −2.1 and σ(c) = t → c(t) = 2.3 · t2 with t ∈ [0, 10]. The base variables are
5 ODE constraints and ODE variables will be introduced inmore detail in Sect. 3.2.2. For themoment, considering them as constraints and variables of a special
type is sufficient.
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thereby mapped to values from R, while the ODE variable c is mapped to a function [0, 10] → R which is differentiable
over its domain. A valuation can thus be interpreted as a function σ : (Vbase∪VODE) → (R∪C1fin), though above definition is
more precise about which elements are mapped to real numbers and which to functions. There can obviously be an infinite
number of valuations for these three variables – and this observation is true in general. The following rules on satisfaction
of constraints will set conditions on σ that can be interpreted as a filter removing those valuations that do not actually
constitute satisfying valuations and are therefore of little interest.
3.2.1. Arithmetic constraints
Satisfaction of arithmetic constraints is w.r.t. the standard interpretation of the arithmetic operators and the ordering
relations over the reals. For instance, x2 > sin(y) is satisfied under the valuation σ with σ(x) = −5.12 and σ(y) = 3.8
because (−5.12)2 > sin(3.8).
3.2.2. ODE constraints
To describe the continuous evolutions of variables, we consider the integration of the theory of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) into SSMT in addition to non-linear arithmetic over the reals and integers.
Definitions We call the tuple cODE := (ODE(x), I(x), u, v, τ ) an ODE constraint, with
• a differential equation ODE(x) := dx
dt
(t) = f (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) whose right hand side function f : Rn → R is Lipschitz
continuous on the given domain dom(x1) × · · · × dom(xn), where x1, . . . , xn ∈ VODE(ϕ) are the variables defined by
this or other ODE constraints (see below),
• an invariant I(x) := lb ≤ x(t) ≤ ub, i.e. a constraint describing an interval,
• a variable u called the start point of the trajectory in dimension x,
• a variable v called the end point of the trajectory in dimension x, and
• a variable τ called the length of the trajectory.
A variable x is defined by an ODE constraint, ODE variable for short, iff it occurs on the left-hand side of the differential
equation ODE(x) of an ODE constraint cODE .
Semantics of ODE constraints An ODE constraint c = (ODE(xi), I(xi), ui, vi, τi) is satisfied by a valuation σ if it contains
solution functions σ(x1), . . . , σ (xn) such that σ(xi) connects the valuations given for the start point σ(ui)with the valua-
tions for the end point σ(vi) by a trajectory of length σ(τi), the solution functions satisfy the differential equation ODE(xi),
and σ(xi) never leaves the invariant I(xi). We thus call cODE satisfied by a valuation σ iff the above properties are satisfied.
More formally:
eval((ODE(xi), I(xi), ui, vi, τi), σ )
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
true if max(dom(σ (xi))) = σ(τi)
and
d(σ (xi))
dt
(t) = f (σ (x1)(t), . . . , σ (xn)(t)) for all t ∈ [0, σ (τi)]
and σ(xi)(0) = σ(ui) and σ(xi)(σ (τi)) = σ(vi)
and lb ≤ σ(xi)(t) ≤ ub for all t ∈ [0, σ (τi)]
false else
Fig. 2 illustrates these characteristics of a satisfying valuation.
We call a set ofODE constraints S satisfiedunder a valuationσ iff all its elements are satisfiedunderσ . As above, eval(S, σ )
returns true iff S is satisfied according to this definition.
3.2.3. Satisfaction of SMT formulae
Given an SMT formula ϕ, and a total valuation σ of V(ϕ), ϕ is satisfied under σ iff at least one constraint in each clause is
satisfied under σ . Such a valuation σ is called solution of ϕ. Let π be a partial valuation of V(ϕ). An SMT formula ϕ is called
satisfiable under π iff there exists a solution σ of V(ϕ) s.t. for each variable x, if π(x) is defined then σ(x) = π(x) holds.
3.3. Semantics of SSMT
The semantics of an SSMT problem is defined by the probability of satisfaction [33,61]. Formally, the probability of satisfac-
tion Pr()of an SSMT formula = Q1x1 ∈ dom(x1) . . .Qnxn ∈ dom(xn) : ϕ is givenby the valueprob(,∅) ∈ [0, 1]. Here,∅denotes thepartial valuationwhich is totally undefined.Givenapartial valuationπ , thepartial valuationπ ′ = π⊕[x → v]
is defined as π ′(x) = v and ∀y = x : π ′(y) = π(y). A valuation π ′ is called an extension of π if dom(π ′) ⊃ dom(π)
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Fig. 2. A satisfying valuation for an ODE constraint.
and ∀y ∈ dom(π) : π ′(y) = π(y). The function prob(, π), where  is an SSMT formula, Pre is a quantifier prefix with ε
denoting the empty prefix, and π is a partial valuation of V(ϕ), is defined recursively by the following rules.
1. prob(ε : ϕ, π) = 0 if ϕ is not satisfied by any extension of π.
2. prob(ε : ϕ, π) = 1 if ϕ is satisfied by some extension of π.
3. prob(∃x ∈ dom(x) Pre : ϕ, π)
= max
v∈dom(x) prob(Pre : ϕ, π ⊕ [x → v]).
4. prob(
R
dx ∈ dom(x) Pre : ϕ, π)
= ∑
v∈dom(x)
d(v) · prob(Pre : ϕ, π ⊕ [x → v]).
Note that d is a probability distribution where (v → p) ∈ d denotes d(v) = p.
Fig. 3. Semantics of an SSMT formula depicted as a tree. Only a finite sample of the infinitelymany branches departing from the grey area depicting the real-valued
quantifier has been drawn.
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The probability of satisfaction is determined by the function prob with the original SSMT formula  and the empty
valuation ∅ as its inputs. Then, the quantifier prefix is traversed recursively from left to right, thereby substituting all
possible values of the quantified variables. The goal for existential variables is to compute the maximum probability over
all alternatives, while randomized quantification calls for calculating the weighted sum. Once the whole quantifier prefix
is traversed, π is a total valuation of all base-type variables in Vbase(ϕ) since we require  to feature no free variables in
Vbase(ϕ). The satisfiability of ϕ under π then determines the probability of satisfaction for the base cases. For an example
explaining this semantics confer Fig. 3.
Algorithmically, computing the probability of satisfaction for the extended notion of SSMT is not straightforward in gen-
eral. This is first due tomaximizing over uncountablymany alternatives, and seconddue to dealingwith undecidable theories
as non-linear arithmetic and differential equations. To nevertheless find safe solutions to this important and challenging
problem, we will present an algorithmic approach to effectively compute safe upper bounds of satisfaction probabilities in
Section 5.
4. Reducing PBMC to SSMT
In order to performprobabilistic boundedmodel checking (PBMC) of dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata (PHA),we
employ a reduction to stochastic satisfiability modulo theories (SSMT) which generalizes the propositional SAT encodings
for bounded model checking of finite-state systems [16] and the SMT encodings for BMC of hybrid automata [5,31]. Our
construction proceeds in two phases: first, we generate the matrix of the SSMT formula. This matrix is an SMT formula
encoding all runs of A of the given length k ∈ N which reached the goal states, akin to [5,31]. Thereafter, we add the
quantifier prefix encoding the probabilistic and the non-deterministic choices, whereby a probabilistic choice reduces to a
randomized quantifier while a non-deterministic choice yields an existential quantifier.
Phase 1: Constructing the matrix: Let A = (, Trans, R, s, p, asgn, ode, inv, init) be a dense-time probabilistic hybrid
automaton. In order to encode the runs of A of some given length k ∈ N by a matrix formula, we proceed as follows:
Reduction step 1. For encoding the discrete states held during the steps of the hybrid systems, we take k + 1 variables λi, for
0 ≤ i ≤ k, each ranging over domain . The value of λi coincides with the discrete location which automaton A resides in
during step i.
Reduction step 2. For representing transitions connecting the above, we take k variables tri with domain Trans, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The value of tri encodes the ith move in the run of A.
Reduction step 3. For each continuous state component x ∈ Rwe take k+1 real-valued variables xi. The value of xi−1 encodes
the value of x before the ith step in the run (and thus xi the value thereafter).
Reduction step 4. Furthermore, we take for each x ∈ R a sequence of k C1-valued variables Xi representing the flows in steps
i = 1, . . . , k.
Reduction step 5. For representing the durations of continuous flows in the run, we take k real-valued variables ti of range
[0, ], one for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The value of ti encodes the duration of the ith step. The step is a continuous flow if ti > 0
and a jump otherwise.
Reduction step 6. The effect of the continuous flows on the state is encoded by the ODE constraint system
k∧
i=1
∧
x∈R
∧
λ∈
(ti > 0 ∧ λi−1 = λ ⇒ (odeλ(x)[Xi/x], invλ(x)[Xi/x], xi−1, xi, ti)) ∧ λi = λ,
where odeλ(x) is the ODE pertaining to x in λ and invλ(x) is the invariant pertaining to x in λ. These constraints express that
when residing in state λ in step i for a positive duration, the step-initial value xi and the flow-final value xi are connected by
a flow of duration ti which satisfies odeλ(x) as well as invλ(x).
Reduction step 7. The interplay between discrete states and transitions requires that tri implies λi−1 = s(tri). This can be
expressed by the k · |Trans| SSMT clauses in
k∧
i=1
∧
tr∈Trans
(
ti = 0 ∧ tri = tr ⇒ λi−1 = s(tr)
)
.
Note that this condition is only enforced if the step duration is 0, which indicates a jump.
Reduction step 8. Likewise, assignments are dealt with by
k∧
i=1
∧
tr∈Trans
∧
λ′∈
⎛
⎝ ti = 0 ∧ tri = tr ∧ λi = λ′ ⇒
asgntr,λ′ [xi1, . . . , xin/x′1, . . . , x′n][xi−11 , . . . , xi−1n /x1, . . . , xn]
⎞
⎠
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which expresses that the flow-final values x˜ij are connected to the step-final values x
i
j by the assignment pertaining to
transition tri.
Reduction step 9.We complete the encoding of the PHA transition dynamics by adding constraints describing the allowable
initial states through the SSMT constraint system
∧
λ∈
(
λ0 = λ ⇒ initλ[x01, . . . x0n/x1, . . . , xn]
)
.
Reduction step 10. Finally, we complete the matrix by adding constraints describing the verification goal. In case we are
interested in a probabilistic bounded reachability problem, this is that a state (λ, x) with x | Targetλ is eventually visited
along the trace, i.e.
k∨
i=0
∨
λ∈
(λi = λ ∧ Targetλ[xi/x]).
The conjunction of the above formulae yields the matrix of our SSMT formula encoding the PBMC problem. Satisfying
valuations of the matrix thus obtained are in one-to-one correspondence to the runs of A of length k [31]. As in bounded
model checking [16,23], satisfactionof temporal properties onall runs of depth k can furthermorebe checkedbyadding to the
formula the k-fold unrolling6 of a tableaux of the (negated) property, then checking the resulting formula for unsatisfiability.
Using standard techniques from predicative semantics [37], the translation scheme can be extended to both shared variable
andsynchronousmessage-passingparallelism, therebyyielding formulaeof size linear in thenumberofparallel components.
This technique is used in the case studied presented in Section 6, where an exponentially more concise representation of
shared-state concurrency is thus obtained.
Phase 2: Encoding choices: Let ϕ be the matrix corresponding to the conjunction of the above formulae. As each non-
deterministic choice corresponds to selecting a transition while each probabilistic choice amounts to selecting an actual
target location, we generate the following SSMT formula:
Reduction step 11. An SSMT formula ψ = ψ1 encoding the probabilistic and non-deterministic choices along the run is
obtained by alternating the quantifiers consistently with the alternation of choices. To permit a homogeneous randomized
quantification over all transitions, we select a finite set O = {o1, . . . , on} of choice options for randomized choices, where
n is chosen minimal among the possible solutions of the following conditions, a probability distribution pO : O total−→ (0, 1]
over O, and a function pd : Trans ×  total−→ P(O) such that these together satisfy
∀tr ∈ Trans, λ ∈  : ∑
pc∈pd(tr,λ)
pO(pc) = p(tr)(λ) and
∀tr ∈ Trans, λ1, λ2 ∈  : pd(tr, λ1) ∩ pd(tr, λ2) = ∅
Such a set O and probability distribution pO exist always. The worst-case cardinality of O is the number |{p(tr)(λ) | tr ∈
Trans, λ ∈ }| of different transition probabilities, but can be considerably smaller due to different probability constants
being the sums of each other.
Now, we encode the non-deterministic choices by existential quantification over the transitions in Trans and the possible
target states and we encode the probabilistic choices by randomized quantification over O. The latter quantifiers choose an
auxiliary variable pci in each step which in turn is mapped to the target location λ
i by means of the mapping pd. Therefore,
ψi is defined recursively as follows: for 1 ≤ i < k,
ψi = ∃tri ∈ Trans : ∃xi1, . . . , xin : RpOpci ∈ O : ψi+1 , and
ψk = ϕ ∧
n∧
k=1
∧
tr∈Trans
∧
λ∈
[(tri = tr ∧ λi = λ) ⇒
∨
o∈pd(tr,λ)
pci = o]
Reduction step 12. In order to solve the PBMC problem, it remains to choose the initial state maximizing the probability.
This can be accomplished by existential quantification over the possible states, yielding the formula PBMCkA,Target = ∃λ0 ∈
 : ∃x01, . . . , x0n ∈ R : ψ . Given the structural similarity between probabilistic bounded reachability and quantification in
SSMT, this reduction is correct in the following sense:
6 Involving dedicated termination rules for liveness properties [23].
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Proposition 1 (Correctness of reduction). Pr(PBMCkA,Target) ≤ θ iff A satisfies the PBMC problem w.r.t. threshold θ , depth k,
and target states Target.
This proposition implies that by this reduction, we obtain a fully symbolic encoding of the PBMC problem and conse-
quently, an SSMT solving algorithm permits analysis of the PBMC problem for dense-time probabilistic hybrid automata.
In particular, an algorithm providing safe upper approximations of the satisfaction probability of SSMT formulae, as we
will encounter in the next section, permits us to perform the following analysis tasks which are instantiations of the PBMC
problem:
• Given a set Bad of hazardous states and a tolerable failure probability θ , determine whether a step-bounded mission
modelled as a PHA is sufficiently safe in the sense of its overall failure risk not exceeding the threshold θ .
This is a direct application of the above scheme for probabilistic bounded reachability, i.e. of the first version of the
goals introduced in step 10.
• Given a linear-time temporal logic (LTL, [57]) formula φ characterizing safe or desired behavior and a step-bounded
mission modelled as a PHA, determine whether it is safe in the sense of its overall probability of engaging into behaviors
violating φ not exceeding the threshold θ .
This can be achieved by combining the above procedure with a bounded tableaux construction for LTL [23].
• Assessing reliability of a system subject to regular maintenance, where the number of system actions between mainte-
nance is bounded by a constant k. Again, this is the same shape of proof, requiring to formulate the system dynamics as
a PHA with the possible post-maintenance states as initial states.
5. Algorithm for SSMT problems
In this section, we present our algorithm for calculating the maximum probability of satisfaction of an SSMT formula. As
indicated in Section 3, an exact and complete algorithm for solving SSMT formulae is impossible due to handling undecidable
theories. We will provide an algorithm that, when queried “is the probability Pr() of satisfaction at most θ?” for some
SSMT formula  and some θ ∈ [0, 1], will provide reliable “yes” answers, yet may provide false negatives. I.e. whenever it
claims “Pr() ≤ θ” then this is reliable.
As a proof procedure, we generalize to SSMT over ODEs the extended Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) algo-
rithm [26,27] for SSAT described in [43]. The main idea of the DPLL-based approach to solving propositional SSAT problems
 = Pre : ϕ is to enumerate all satisfying valuations of the quantifier-free SAT formula ϕ. Based on these solutions, the
probability of satisfaction Pr() is computed in accordancewith the semantic definition of SSAT (i.e. the special case of SSMT
where all variables range over the Boolean domain, cf. Sect. 3.3). Clearly, such a naive enumeration approach establishes
a decision procedure for SSAT but is far from being efficient since the number of valuations is exponential in the number
of variables. Therefore, state-of-the-art implementations of SSAT algorithms employ a systematic search combined with
various heuristics to gain performance. SSAT solvers manipulate partial valuations to the variables thus keeping track of
the already visited search space. Furthermore, this gives the opportunity to immediately exclude partial valuations from
the search that are meaningless for calculating the satisfaction probability, thus pruning away a potentially huge number
of (total) valuations. Such pruning mechanisms are realized by, e.g. extending partial valuations by (logical) inferences (e.g.
unit propagation, pure variable elimination [43]), skipping the alternative values of quantified variables (e.g. threshold prun-
ing [43]), and storing and reusing the satisfaction probabilities of equivalent subformulae (memoization [46,48]). Another
pruning technique is to shorten partial valuations upon detecting inconsistent or satisfying valuations which is referred
to as non-chronological backtracking (e.g. [9,64]) or solution-directed backjumping [45], respectively. Intuitively, whenever
a partial valuation was built up by freely choosing values for some quantified variables, in principle the alternative val-
ues need to be explored later on. These alternatives are stored as backtrack points. However, if it turns out that some
of the alternative branches yield the same result as the current branch (i.e. an inconsistency or a solution), exploration
of the alternative branch may be omitted for efficiency. Successively skipping n backtrack points prunes away 2n partial
valuations. The number of backtrack points to be skipped can be calculated from a so-called reason for an inconsistency
or solution. For a comprehensive survey of SSAT algorithms and the listed heuristic enhancements the reader is referred
to [47].
In contrast to SSAT the original definition of SSMT from [33,61] additionally allows non-quantified (interpreted as inner-
most existentially quantified) variables over continuous domains as well as non-linear arithmetic constraints like x3 < sin(y).
The domains of the randomized and existential variables –while not restricted to be Boolean– need to be finite. Though the
abovementioned SSAT algorithm cannot be applied directly to SSMT problems, the basic idea however remains the same.
The variables of the quantifier prefix are instantiatedwith values from left to right, thus building partial valuations. Once the
whole quantifier prefix is processed, it remains to decide the satisfiability of a quantifier-free SMT formula. Such satisfiability
problems are solved by an appropriate SMT solver. Since in this context the SMT formulae comprise non-linear arithmetic
over the reals, we employ the SMT solver iSAT [32].
This approach to compute the satisfaction probability of SSMTproblems is implemented in a SSMT solver called SiSAT [33,
61]. As mentioned above, enumerating all instantiations of the quantified variables cannot yield an efficient procedure for
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practical applications. Therefore, the SiSAT tool implements all the algorithmic improvements known from state-of-the-art
SSAT solvers which lead to performance gains of multiple orders of magnitude [cf. 61,62]. To show the practical significance
of the SSMT-based symbolic model checking approach on realistic scenarios, we applied the SiSAT tool on a case study
from the networked automation system (NAS) domain presented in [35]. The results for the NAS case study can be found
in [62].
In this paper, we further enhance the expressive power of SSMT as indicated in Section 3. That is, the additional issues
the enhanced SSMT procedure has to cope with are
1. to reason about ODE constraints and
2. to exhaustively explore quantifiers ranging over uncountable domains, as in existentially quantified continuous vari-
ables.
Addressing issue 1, we exploit overapproximation techniques based on safe interval calculations which permit safe rea-
soning by “enclosing” ODE solutions in interval-valued functions. These methods are described in Section 5.1. For solv-
ing constraint formulae containing an alternation of existential quantifiers ranging over the reals and of randomized
quantifiers, the authors, to the best of their knowledge, know of no competing approaches. We address issue 2 by an
algorithm which safely approximates the probability of satisfaction from above. The basic idea here is to exhaustively
cover the domains of existential variables by small subintervals and reason about these using interval constraint propa-
gation. This approach is safe in the sense that it will always deliver safe upper bounds of the probability of satisfaction
(Section 5.2).
The presentation of the enhanced SSMT algorithm is organized in three layers. The lowermost layer is a combination of
theory solvers TS for reasoning about a conjunctive system over the theory combination T incorporating ODE constraints
and arithmetic constraints. These theory solvers are interval-based, i.e. use interval calculations and interval constraint
propagation [13] as safe, yet incomplete reasoning mechanisms. As the middle layer, an SMT solver for disjunctive systems
over T employs the theory solvers TS. Finally, the SSMT solver is an extension of the SMT layer to deal with existential and
randomized quantification.
5.1. Reasoning about non-linear arithmetic and ODE constraints
We start our exposition with a description of the lowest layer of the solver, the theory layer, which deals with arithmetic
and ODE constraints. Our approach to reasoning about such constraints is based on interval arithmetic. Therefore, instead of
real- and integer-valued valuations, all base variables are interpreted over interval valuations ρ : Vbase → IR ∪ IZ, where
Vbase is the set of base variables of types integer and real as introduced before. IR and IZ are the sets of bounded intervals
in R and in Z, respectively – the Boolean domain can be represented by B = [0, 1] ⊂ Z. If both ρ′ and ρ are interval
valuations then ρ′ is called a refinement of ρ , denoted ρ′ ⊆ ρ , iff ρ′(v) ⊆ ρ(v) for each variable v ∈ Vbase. Note that such
interval valuations do not assign any value to the ODE variables VODE as the existence of solution functions to the ODEs is
handled locally in the theory layer for ODEs.
Theory layer for non-linear arithmetic constraints: As reasoning mechanisms for general non-linear constraint systems
over the reals, we employ safe interval analysis (IA) for approximating real-valued satisfaction and augment it with interval
constraint propagation (ICP) as a powerful deduction mechanism.
Interval analysis (e.g. [51]) enables to evaluate the interval consistency of a set Carith of non-linear arithmetic constraints
involving functions like sinandexp. Interval consistency is anecessaryyetnot sufficient condition for real-valuedsatisfiability
of Carith. Thus, refutation by interval consistency is always correct. There are several definitions of interval consistency in
the literature. They mainly differ in the strength of their consistency notions and in the computational effort to decide
consistency. Our consistency concept is hull consistency [for details, cf. 13] up to a given accuracy, which is easy to decide and
which gives good results in practice. Given an arithmetic constraint a(x) = b(x), where a and b are arithmetic terms over x,
and an interval valuation ρ of its variables x, interval arithmetic permits computing conservative interval approximations
Ia(x) and Ib(x) of the ranges of a(x) and b(x) under ρ . If these intervals are not disjoint, i.e. if Ia ∩ Ib = ∅, the constraint is
called interval consistent. This notion can be lifted to conjunctive systems of constraints Carith requiring that each constraint
c ∈ Carith is interval consistent under ρ .
Interval constraint propagation (e.g. [e.g. 12–14]) complements IA as a deduction mechanism pruning off non-solutions
by narrowing the intervals while maintaining interval consistency. Given a constraint c and an interval valuation ρ , ICP
potentially computes a refinement ρ′ ⊆ ρ s.t. ρ′ contains all solutions of c in ρ . Implementations of interval arithmetic
support common functions like +,−, ·, as well as transcendental functions like sin [40,54]. For instance, if using floating-
point data-types then intervals are always rounded outwards s.t. the results remain correct also under rounding errors. As
an example, assume the arithmetic constraint z = x+ y and the interval valuation ρ with ρ(x) = [1, 4], ρ(y) = [2, 3], and
ρ(z) = [0, 5] are given. Each solved form of the constraint, i.e. x = z − y, y = z − x, and z = x + y, allows contraction of
the interval for the variable on the left-hand side. For x = z − y, we subtract the interval [2, 3] for y from the interval [0, 5]
for z, concluding that x can only be in [−3, 3]. Intersecting this interval with the original interval [1, 4], we know that x can
only be in [1, 3]. Proceeding in a similar way for y = z − x does not change any interval, and finally, using z = x + y, we
can conclude that z can only be in [3, 5].
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We formalize these observations as follows. Let M be a conjunctive system of constraints, Carith ⊆ M be the set of all
arithmetic constraints in M, and ρ, ρ′ be interval valuations. The first two rules give the results of the interval consistency
check while the third rule deduces a tighter interval valuation by ICP.
(M, ρ) −→IA cons only if Carith is interval consistent under ρ.
(M, ρ) −→IA incons only if Carith is not interval consistent under ρ.
(M, ρ) −→IA (M, ρ′) only if ρ′ ⊆ ρ and for each valuation σ ∈ ρ, σ /∈ ρ′ :
(M, σ ) −→IA incons
Note that the last line describes the ability of the theory layer to propagate tighter bounds by pruning off definite non-
solutions.
Theory layer for ODE constraints In contrast to arithmetic constraints, which provide useful interval contractors already
if considered in isolation (and applied alternatingly in a one-by-one fashion), ODEs require a more global view, as only
definitionally closed sets of ODEs dx
dt
= f (x, y) and dy
dt
= g(x, y) are dynamically sufficiently constrained to provide a useful
contractor. Therefore, we collect the ODE constraints from the conjunctive constraint systemM and apply the (costly) ODE
processing to definitionally closed systems only. Given the set M, we take the subset CODE ⊆ M of ODE constraints and
call the elements c1, . . . , cm ∈ CODE (in no particular order) and the variables x1, . . . , xn ∈ VODE(ϕ), i.e. the ODE-defined
variables. The task of the ODE theory layer is to decide whether, given a valuation ρ , there exists a refinement satisfying the
ODE constraints, i.e. whether
∃σ ∈ ρ : ∃y1 ∈ C1fin, . . . , yn ∈ C1fin : eval(c1, σ ′) ∧ · · · ∧ eval(cm, σ ′), (1)
where σ ′ = σ ⊕ [x1 → y1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ [xn → yn] is a total valuation in the sense used in Section 3.2 while σ itself
does not contain any valuation for the variables from VODE . The ODE solver thus has to decide whether there exist solution
functions y1, . . . , yn that satisfy the ODE constraints under one concrete valuation σ
′ that is compatible to the current
interval assignment ρ .
Actually deciding that question will be out of reach for most classes of ODEs but relaxing (1) yields an overapproximation
similar to the one performed in the case of interval arithmetic for non-linear constraints. Assuming IR is the set of bounded
intervals over R and te ∈ R≥0, we call X : [0, te] → IR an enclosure of x ∈ C1fin iff ∀t ∈ [0, te] : x(t) ∈ X(t) holds.
Instead of using real-valued solutions functions for the ODE and checking the conditions on satisfied ODE constraints as
laid down in Sect. 3.2.2, these conditions are checked for the enclosures X1, . . . , Xn. For example, having an ODE constraint
(ODE(x), I(x), u, v, τ ) and an interval valuation ρ with ρ(u) = [0, 1], a set of initial values, and ρ(v) = [10.2, 12], a set
of possible endpoints to be reached after ρ(τ) = [0, 5.2] time units, assume e.g. a constant enclosure X(t) = [0, 5] for
the solution trajectories of the ODE was calculated. Even though the exact solution trajectories emerging from ρ(u) stay
unknown, this enclosure is sufficient to decide that none of the possible endpointsρ(v) can be reached during the given time
ρ(τ) because the intersection X(ρ(τ )) ∩ ρ(v) is empty. We call a set of ODE constraints CODE inconsistent with a valuation
ρ iff such enclosures X1, . . . , Xn of the unknown exact solutions x1, . . . , xn can be calculated and there exists at least one
constraint ci ∈ CODE that cannot be satisfied by any valuation σ ′ ∈ (σ ⊕ [x1 → y1 ∈ X1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ [xn → yn ∈ Xn]) with
σ ∈ ρ . Without knowing the exact solutions, the enclosures X1, . . . , Xn are thus used to detect unsatisfiability of the
constraints under ρ . Obviously, we never call a set CODE inconsistent if (1) is actually satisfiable. This overapproximation is
thus safe and its quality depends on the tightness of the enclosures Xi.
This task of deciding consistency and the task of propagating tighter bounds are therefore closely related to calculating
safe enclosures of the solution sets of initial value problems. There are several techniques aiming at different classes of
differential equations. The most “traditional” methods are based on extrapolating the state vector over time by interval-
based evaluation of truncated Taylor series with an enclosure of the truncation error, safe handling of the rounding errors
and some form of coordinate transformation to avoid the so-called wrapping effect. These methods date back to Moore
[52] and were developed further by Lohner [44] and in their more recent more generalized incarnations are still considered
competetive for linear ODEs [53]. In [29]we have presented a prototypical implementation of Taylor-series-based enclosures
of ODE trajectories in our constraint solver iSAT. Taylor models [15] together with techniques called “shrink-wrapping” and
“preconditioning” [49,50] to fight thewrapping effect allow tighter enclosures in the case of non-linearODEs. Othermethods
include flowpipe enclosures using zonotopes [34], which explicitly allow to also handle bounded but otherwise unknown
continuous inputs, and constraint-propagation-based methods like CLP(F) [39]. Along the lines of the integration approach
we presented in [29], we will investigate the integration of some of these newer methods and use them as propagators for
ODEs. In the following, we assume that a suitable enclosuremethod is available andwe therefore concentrate on the correct
use of it to solve the original question posed above.
In order to perform such an enclosure, definitionally closed systems of differential equations are required, i.e. for all
variables x occuring on the right-hand side of an ODE there must also be a constraint c ∈ CODE with an ODE(x) defining
x. For variables x ∈ VODE that do not occur in any of the constraints c1, . . . , cm, we may assume arbitrary behavior, i.e. we
do not need to care about such variables. In case a variable occurs on the right-hand side of an ODE but is not defined by
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Fig. 4. Usage of ODE enclosures as pruning operators.
any constraint in CODE , we may either try to overapproximate all possible behaviors of that variable and then try to prove
inconsistency or safely assume that the system is consistent, which is the much simpler option.
Neglecting the technical details, it is safe to assume that we can generate a number of definitionally closed sets of
ODE constraints by grouping the constraints from CODE together such that all variables occuring on the right hand side of
the involved ODEs are themselves defined by ODE constraints. For the purpose of illustration, assume such a set is given
by
S := {(ODE(x1), I(x1), u1, v1, τ1), . . . , (ODE(xm), I(xm), um, vm, τm)}
which definesm different variables x1, . . . , xm by ODE constraints. Ideally, this set is minimal in the sense that if any of the
constraints were removed, S would no longer be definitionally closed. Clearly this means that each of the variables defined
by a constraint in S occurs itself on the right-hand side one of at least one of the other constraints. For example the set
S = {(ODE(x), I(x), a, b, t), (ODE(y), I(y), c, d, t)} with ODE(x) = dx
dt
= x − y and ODE(y) = dy
dt
= y cannot be split up
further into definitionally closed subsets as the right-hand side of ODE(x) depends on y.
We call the box ρ(u1) × · · · × ρ(um) the prebox and ρ(v1) × · · · × ρ(vm) the postbox. Taking the value  =
max(
⋂
(ρ(τ1), . . . , ρ(τm))) as a time horizon, we need to enclose all trajectories emerging from the prebox and satis-
fying all the differential equations in S up to . If the intersection of this enclosure and the given postbox is empty on the
entire interval [min(⋂(ρ(τ1), . . . , ρ(τm))),max(⋂(ρ(τ1), . . . , ρ(τm)))], we know that no real-valued trajectories exist
that connect any valuation from this pre- and postbox with the given length. We can therefore safely call S and thereby also
CODE inconsistent with the given valuation ρ . Furthermore, if this intersection is not empty, we can remove all parts from
the postbox that yield empty intersections with the computed enclosure, i.e. if the intersection of ρ(v1)×· · ·×ρ(vm)with
the enclosure is not empty, this intersection ρ′(v1) × · · · × ρ′(vm) may be used as a new valuation, as ρ′ still contains all
possible solutions.
Note that we can use the same mechanism described above to enclose the set of forward-reachable states from ρ(ui)
and prune ρ(vi), to also calculate the backwards-reachable set from ρ(vi) and prune off parts from ρ(ui). This is achieved
by using the inverse ODE constraints and exchanging the roles of ui and vi in them. For each ODE constraint(
dxi
dt
= fi(x1, . . . , xn), Ii(xi), ui, vi, τi
)
∈ CODE , we can add an inverse constraint
(
dx¯i
dt
= −fi(x¯1, . . . , x¯n), Ii(x¯i), vi, ui, τi
)
,
consider the variable x¯1, . . . , x¯n ODE-defined variables, and then perform the exact same steps as described above.
Fig. 4 visualizes this use of ODE enclosure mechanisms as propagators. Some of the trajectories emerging from the
prebox reach the postbox during the temporal interval depicted by the dashed box. The upper part of the postbox, however,
is not reached by any trajectory and can thus be safely pruned off. This tightened postbox serves as input to the backward
propagation depicted in the right part of the figure. Using the inverse ODE, an enclosure over the same timespan for which
the postboxwas reachable during forward propagation – again indicated by the dashed box – now yields a tightened version
of the prebox. Looking at the illustration of the forward propagation again, one can clearly see that exactly that part of the
prebox was pruned off by backwards propagation from which no trajectory can actually reach the postbox.
Analogously to ICP, the above operations yield contractors that are able to narrow the intervals for variables x, y, τ
in an ODE constraint
(
dz1
dt
(t) = z1 · sin(z2), true, x, y, τ
)
, as well as to potentially detect inconsistencies with the other
constraints. These contractors yield a derivation relation −→ODE yielding either narrowings or consistency information,
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which satisfies the following properties:
(M, ρ) −→ODE cons only if CODE is not inconsistent under ρ.
(M, ρ) −→ODE incons only if CODE is inconsistent under ρ.
(M, ρ) −→ODE (M, ρ′) only if ρ′ ⊆ ρ and for each valuation σ ∈ ρ, σ /∈ ρ′ :
CODE is inconsistent under {σ }.
Note that this notion of an ODE constraint being “not inconsistent” with ρ does notmean that ρ actually contains a solution.
If we call the constraint inconsistent under ρ , however, it definitely does not contain any solution.
Combined theory layer: Combining the theory solvers for non-linear arithmetic and ODE constraints yields the combined
theory layer. Let M be a set of non-linear arithmetic, denoted Carith ⊆ M, and of ODE constraints, denoted CODE ⊆ M.
Furthermore, let ρ, ρ′ be interval valuations. Then we merge both theory solvers into one, i.e. the interval consistency
checks and the mechanisms of deducing tighter interval valuations.
(M, ρ) −→TS cons iff (M, ρ) −→IA cons and (M, ρ) −→ODE cons
(M, ρ) −→TS incons iff (M, ρ) −→IA incons or (M, ρ) −→ODE incons
(M, ρ) −→TS (M, ρ′) iff (M, ρ) −→IA (M, ρ′) or (M, ρ) −→ODE (M, ρ′)
5.2. SSMT algorithm
In this section we present our algorithm for computing safe upper bounds on the probability of satisfaction of an SSMT
formula. Our algorithm is an extension of the SiSAT algorithm described in [33,61] with existential quantification over
continuous domains and with ODE constraints. The SiSAT approach generalizes the SSAT algorithm described in [43] based
on the Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) procedure [26,27].
SMT layer: The SMT layer is described by the following rules. More details on SMT can be found, e.g. in [7]. In contrast to
the quantifier-free SMT setting, our SSMT formulae do not contain free variables of the base types real and integer. That is,
the branchingmechanism as well as the backtracking rule is not applied by the SMT solver but is executed by the SSMT layer
which will be introduced later on. Thus, the SMT procedure covers only theory propagation and theory consistency checking
combined with clause learning to exclude inconsistent valuations.
In the sequel, letϕ beanSMT formula inCNFover the theories of non-linear arithmetic andordinarydifferential equations,
M be a conjunctive system of constraints from ϕ which are asserted during the proof search, and ρ, ρ′ be interval valuations
of the variables V(ϕ). For conciseness in tracing reasons of deductions and thus learned conflicts, an interval valuation is
represented as a list of interval bounds.
Rules R.1 and R.2 deduce new facts. Rule R.1 applies unit propagation if all constraints but one in a clause are inconsistent
with M under ρ , and adds the remaining constraint to be satisfied toM. Theory propagation is done by rule R.2 where new
tighter interval valuations are deduced by ICP or by the ODE solver. Note that deriving empty intervals is forbidden. In case
an empty interval could be deduced, the formula is inconsistent, which is covered by rule R.4
(c1 ∨ . . . ∨ cm) ∈ ϕ, ci /∈ M,∀j = i : (M · 〈cj〉, ρ) −→TS incons
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT (ϕ,M · 〈ci〉, ρ) (R.1)
(M, ρ) −→TS (M, ρ′),∀x ∈ V(ϕ) : ρ′(x) = ∅
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT (ϕ,M, ρ′) (R.2)
If a conflict occurs, i.e. the arithmetic constraints or the ODE constraints in M are inconsistent under ρ , a more general
interval valuation ρ′ with ρ ⊆ ρ′ as a reason for the conflict can be extracted. More formally, ρ′ is such a reason if there is a
sequence of theory deductions from state (M, ρ′) to state (M, ρ), i.e. (M, ρ′) −→∗TS (M, ρ). The interval valuation ρ′ can
be symbolically encoded as a conjunctive system of interval bounds b1, . . . , b where bi is of form x ∼ kwith x is a variable,∼∈ {<,≤,≥,>}, and k ∈ R. We denote this symbolic encoding of ρ′ by symb_enc(ρ′) = {b1, . . . , b}. To prevent the
SSMT layer from unnecessarily probing a refinement of ρ′ in future search, ρ′ is excluded by adding a so called conflict clause
to the formula. Such a conflict clause can be easily constructed by the disjunction of the negated interval bounds b1, . . . , b,
i.e. (¬b1 ∨ . . .∨¬b). This new clause forbids any refinement of ρ′ in which a solution cannot exist by forcing that at least
one of the bounds b1, . . . , b may not hold. This is referred to as conflict-driven clause learning (rule R.3)
(M, ρ) −→TS incons, (M, ρ′) −→∗TS (M, ρ), symb_enc(ρ′) = {b1, . . . , b}
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT (ϕ ∧ (¬b1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬b),M, ρ) (R.3)
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Note that there are many different techniques for (efficient) generation of such an infeasible subsystem b1, . . . , b of ρ .
Very prominent in propositional SAT solving is the first unique implication point technique from [64]. Conflict-driven clause
learning usually appears in combination with non-chronological backtracking (confer the introductory part of this section).
However, in our setting the SMT layer does not know about possible backtrack points since all branching and backtracking
steps are executed by the SSMT layer, in order to compute the satisfaction probabilities at backtrack points.
The last two rules of the SMT layer perform a consistency check. A proof state is inconsistent if the list of constraints M
which were asserted by rule R.1 are together inconsistent under the current interval valuation ρ
(M, ρ) −→TS incons
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT incons (R.4)
Note that rule R.3 also detects inconsistency but rule R.4 does not generate a reason for this conflict s.t. in concrete imple-
mentations of the algorithm conflict-driven clause learning can be applied according to heuristic measures or the ability of
the theory solvers to provide reasons of conflict.
If each clause in ϕ contains at least one constraint s.t. all these constraints together are consistent then the SMT formula
is consistent
∃M′ ⊇ M ∀cl ∈ ϕ ∃c ∈ cl with c ∈ M′ : (M′, ρ) −→TS cons
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT cons (R.5)
SSMT layer: The topmost SSMT layer is responsible for exhaustively branching the search space by choosing values and
intervals for quantified variables, and for calculating the corresponding probabilities of satisfaction (cf. semantics of SSMT,
Section 3.3). For the sake of clarity, we just present the basic proof rules of the SSMT layer tomake clear the new contribution
of handling existential quantification over continuous domains. That is, we do not mention the integration of pruning rules
like thresholding or solution-directed backjumping which are already published and implemented in the SiSAT tool [33,61]
and are indispensable for an efficient implementation. Such pruning rules cut off huge parts of the quantifier tree based on
deductions at the SMT and SSMT layers, thus often avoiding the exponential blow-up of the search tree in quantifier depth.
Addressing issue 2 from the introduction to this section, we need to exhaustively cover the domain of existentially
quantified continuous variables, i.e. compute the maximum over uncountably many alternatives. Algorithmically, this is
infeasible in general. Thus, we aim at computing safe upper bounds θ ≥ Pr() of the actual probability of satisfaction.
We obtain safe upper bounds on existential quantification over bounded continuous intervals by partitioning the initial
interval into subintervals of a givenwidth ε > 0 and applying ICP to the resulting intervals. Formally, given a real-valued in-
terval I = [l, u], a partitioning of Iw.r.t. some parameter ε is a finite set of disjoint intervals P = {[l, h1], (h1, h2], . . . , (hk, u]}
s.t. the width of each interval in P is at most ε. We instantiate the continuous variables by intervals of width ε and consider
interval consistency which overapproximates real-valued satisfaction s.t. if inconsistency is reported then no real-valued
solution exists within the interval valuation. In case of proving interval consistency, a real-valued solution may exist. Con-
sequently, we have a relaxed notion of satisfiability and obtain an upper bound on satisfaction probability.
In the sequel, we present the SSMT layer. Let = Pre : ϕ be an SSMT formula and ε some positive real-valued constant.
Weobtain a partitionedw.r.t. ε quantifier prefix of Preby replacing the real-valued interval domains dom(x)of all existentially
quantified real-valued variables x in Pre by partitionings P of dom(x) w.r.t. ε, i.e. dom(x) := P. A state of the SSMT solver
is characterized by (Pre, ϕ,M, ρ), where  = Pre : ϕ is an SSMT formula s.t. the domain of each existential real-valued
variable in Pre is a set of intervals, M is a list of asserted constraints, and ρ is an interval valuation. Each deduction yields
either a new proof state of the same structure, or a final state, i.e. a pair (P, ϕ′) of a probability and a new matrix. In the
latter case the deduction chain terminates. If (Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′) then P is an upper bound of the probability of
satisfaction Pr(Pre : ϕ). The new matrix ϕ′ ⊇ ϕ potentially contains learned conflict clauses, i.e. ∀c ∈ ϕ′ − ϕ : (ϕ | c).
Given an SSMT formula  = Pre : ϕ and some ε > 0 then the initial state is defined by (Pre′, ϕ,∅, ρ) where Pre′ is a
version of Pre partitioned w.r.t. ε, and ρ is the smallest interval valuation which includes all initial variable domains.
The SSMT layer consists of the following rules. To compute the satisfaction probability according to the semantics of
Section 3.3, we branch the proof search by choosing values or intervals (of width at most ε) from the domains of the
quantified variables. Rules R.6 and R.7 apply if the leftmost quantifier is existential. While rule R.6 branches the search
(domain size is at least two) and returns the maximum of both derived probabilities, rule R.7 computes the probability of
the last alternative. Note that the domain dom(x) is either a set of values or of intervals. Both cases can be unified in one
rule, respectively.
|dom(x)| ≥ 2, v ∈ dom(x),
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P1, ϕ1), consistent(ϕ1,M, ρ),
(∃x ∈ dom(x) \ {v} · Pre, ϕ1,M, ρ) −→∗SSMT (P2, ϕ2)
(∃x ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (max(P1, P2), ϕ2) (R.6)
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|dom(x)| = 1, v ∈ dom(x),
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′), consistent(ϕ′,M, ρ),
(∃x ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (P, ϕ′) (R.7)
where consistent(ϕ,M, ρ) := (¬∃cl ∈ ϕ : ∀c ∈ cl : (M · 〈c〉, ρ) −→TS incons) indicates whether the new matrix ϕ is
consistentwith the listM of asserted constraints and the interval valuationρ . An inconsistency can occur, e.g. if the SMT layer
adds a conflict clause to the matrix by rule R.3. In case of inconsistency, we do not need to probe the remaining alternatives
of x, as these yield satisfaction probability 0. This will be handled by rules R.10 and R.11. The function update(ρ, x = v)
yields the interval valuation ρ′ s.t. for all variables y = x : ρ′(y) = ρ(y), and ρ′(x) = v if v is an interval and ρ′(x) = [v, v]
if v is a value.
Analogously, the branchings rules for the randomized quantifier can be formalized. Here, the domains always consist of
finitely many discrete values, and the resulting probability is the weighted sum
|dom(x)| ≥ 2, v ∈ dom(x), (v → pv) ∈ d,
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P1, ϕ1), consistent(ϕ1,M, ρ),
(
R
dx ∈ dom(x) \ {v} · Pre, ϕ1,M, ρ) −→∗SSMT (P2, ϕ2)
(
R
dx ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (pv · P1 + P2, ϕ2) (R.8)
|dom(x)| = 1, v ∈ dom(x), (v → pv) ∈ d,
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′), consistent(ϕ′,M, ρ)
(
R
dx ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (pv · P, ϕ′) (R.9)
It may happen that after an SSMT call for branch x = v, all remaining branches for variable x lead to inconsistent interval
valuations and thus to satisfaction probability 0. In such a case, we may immediately skip probing all alternative values of
x while returning the (weighted) satisfaction probability for branch x = v. In order to find out whether such a situation
is present, we search for inconsistent conflict clauses in the new matrix ϕ′ returned by the SSMT call for branch x = v.
Such conflict clauses could be added to the old matrix ϕ by rule R.3 during exploration of branch x = v. A clause cl ∈ ϕ′ is
inconsistentwith the current solver state if each constraint c ∈ cl is inconsistentwithM andρ , i.e. (M·〈c〉, ρ) −→TS incons.
If a clause in ϕ′ is inconsistent then the conjunction of clauses ϕ′ is inconsistent. Inconsistency of a clause in ϕ′ is formalized
by inconsistent(ϕ′,M, ρ) := ¬consistent(ϕ′,M, ρ). Observe that under any extensionM′ ofM and any refinement ρ′ of ρ
the matrix ϕ′ remains inconsistent, i.e. inconsistent(ϕ′,M′, ρ′) is true. This implies that the satisfaction probabilities of all
remaining branches for x are 0. Rules R.10 and R.11 save unnecessary visits of these branches.
v ∈ dom(x),
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′), inconsistent(ϕ′,M, ρ),
(∃x ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (P, ϕ′) (R.10)
v ∈ dom(x), (v → pv) ∈ d,
(Pre, ϕ,M, update(ρ, x = v)) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′), inconsistent(ϕ′,M, ρ)
(
R
dx ∈ dom(x) · Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (pv · P, ϕ′) (R.11)
Note that chained executions of that rules, which occur if the returnedmatrixϕ′ is also inconsistent on some previous levels,
correspond to non-chronological backtracking.
All of the aforementioned SSMT rules are designed to deal with existential and randomized quantification. The following
rules embed the SMT layer into the SSMT algorithm. If the SMT solver can propagate new facts by rule R.1 (unit propagation),
rule R.2 (theory propagation), or rule R.3 (clause learning), we lift these deductions to the SSMT layer
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT (ϕ′,M′, ρ′),
Pre′ = reduce(Pre, ρ′)
(Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (Pre′, ϕ′,M′, ρ′) (R.12)
The function reduce(Pre, ρ′) returns a modified prefix Pre′ s.t. all values and (sub)intervals are removed from the variable
domains which are inconsistent with the new interval valuation ρ′.
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Whenever the domain of some variable becomes empty by either quantifier-domain reduction in rule R.12 or when the
current SSMT state is inconsistent within the SMT layer, we know that ϕ is unsatisfiable over any refinement of the current
valuation. Thus, we immediately return probability 0
∃(Qx ∈ dom(x)) ∈ Pre s.t. dom(x) = ∅
or
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT incons
(Pre, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (0, ϕ) (R.13)
If all quantified variables are instantiated, i.e. the prefix is empty, and the SMT rule R.5 reports consistency, existence of a
satisfying real-valued assignment cannot be refuted by the SMT layer. Thus, we return the upper bound 1 on probability
(ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT cons,
(ε, ϕ,M, ρ) −→SSMT (1, ϕ) (R.14)
5.3. Soundness and termination of the SSMT algorithm
The algorithm to address SSMT problemswas presented in a rule-based form, leaving implementation freedomw.r.t., e.g.
different branching heuristics in the SSMT layer, different conflict clause learning schemes in SMT, or the choice of different
theory solvers. We prove soundness and termination of the SSMT algorithm relative to soundness and termination of the
SMT solver and the underlying theory solvers. For proofs of such properties for SMT approaches with decidable background
theories like linear arithmetic, and for the undecidable case of non-linear arithmetic involving transcendental functions, the
interested reader is referred to [55] and [32], respectively.
Proposition 2 (Soundness). Assume that each SMT rule (ϕ,M, ρ) −→SMT S is sound in the sense that
• if S = incons then there is no assignment in ρ which satisfies the constraint system M, and
• if S = (ϕ′,M′, ρ′) thenϕ ⇒ ϕ′,ϕ∧M ⇒ M′, and there is no assignment inρ \ρ′ which satisfies the constraint systemM.
Let  = Pre : ϕ be an SSMT formula, ε > 0 be some real-valued constant, Pre′ be a partitioned version of Pre w.r.t. ε, and ρ be
the smallest interval valuation which includes all initial domains of the variables V(ϕ). Then, if (Pre′, ϕ,∅, ρ) −→∗SSMT (P, ϕ′)
then Pr() ≤ P.
Proof. First observe that rule R.12 is based on semantic inferences, which are by assumption sound and constrain the search
space such that non-solutions of ϕ are removed. By the definition of SSMT, non-solutions yield satisfaction probability 0,
which is taken into account by the backtrack rules R.10 and R.11, and by the inconsistency rule R.13.
In the base cases, i.e. if inconsistency is detected or the quantifier prefix is empty, safe upper bounds for the probabilities
are computed by rules R.13 and R.14. (Note that non-strict upper bounds may be introduced by rule R.14 since we cannot
decide satisfaction here in general.) Now assume the probabilities in the premises of rules R.6–R.11 are safe upper bounds.
Then each of these rules computes safe upper probability bounds according to the semantics definition. This gives us the
inductive argument completing the proof. 
For termination of the SSMT algorithm, we must limit the number of consecutive SMT propagation steps in rule R.12,
as deduction mechanisms like interval constraint propagation are not terminating in general. A usual approach in practice
enforcing such termination is to stop propagation if the progress in the interval narrowing becomes negligible. Relative to
such enforced termination at the SMT layer, termination of the SSMT layer is easy to show: each SSMT rule except rule R.12
leads directly to a final state. It remains to be shown that checking its premise is terminating. The latter holds by induction
since SSMT-calls in a premise are done on smaller problems (either the leftmost element from the finite quantifier prefix
or an element from the finite domain of the leftmost quantified variable is removed). The base cases are given by rules R.13
and R.14.
5.4. Example of the SSMT algorithm
Consider the SSMT formula =
∃x ∈ [−0.5, 1.5] R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2} :
(x2 ≤ 25.3) ∧ (x > 0 ∨ y = 1) ∧ (x ≤ 0 ∨ y = 2)
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from Fig. 3 which is slightly modified by a smaller interval for x for illustration reasons. Note that this does not affect the
probability of satisfaction. Given the parameter ε = 0.5, a partitioned domain of xw.r.t. ε is the setD = {[−0.5, 0], (0, 0.5],
(0.5, 1], (1, 1.5]} of intervals, all of width 0.5. Then, the initial proof state is
(∃x ∈ D R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ,∅, ρ)
where ϕ = (x2 ≤ 25.3) ∧ (x > 0 ∨ y = 1) ∧ (x ≤ 0 ∨ y = 2), and ρ is given by ρ(x) = [−0.5, 1.5], ρ(y) = [1, 2]. By
rule R.12, we can execute SMT unit propagation (R.1), i.e.
(ϕ,∅, ρ) −→SMT (ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ)
since the first clause is initially unit. This may be followed by SMT theory propagation (R.2). However, from x2 ≤ 25.3, ICP
cannot conclude tighter intervals for x. Note that for a greater interval of x, like [−9.8, 10.1] as in Fig. 3, ICP would contract
it to [−5.03, 5.03]. By rule R.12, we enter the new SSMT state
(∃x ∈ D R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ)
Now just rule R.6 or R.10 are applicable. To find out which rule matches, we choose an interval for x, say [−0.5, 0]. The new
state is
(
R
[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ1)
whereρ1(x) = [−0.5, 0] andρ1(y) = ρ(y). Thenwe can performunit propagation (R.1) for the second clause (x > 0∨y =
1), since the theory constraint x > 0 is inconsistent under ρ1.
(ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ1) −→SMT (ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ1)
Theory propagation (R.2) narrows the interval of y.
(ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ1) −→SMT (ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ2),
where ρ2(y) = [1, 1] and ρ2(x) = ρ1(x). Hence, two executions of rule R.12 lead to state
(
R
[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ2)
Note that the domain of y is also reduced in the prefix. Then there is just one possible value to choose for the randomized
variable y. Now take rule R.9, where in its premise rule R.14 is applicable, since no inconsistency can be detected.
(∅, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ2) −→SSMT (1, ϕ)
By rule R.9, we have probability 0.3 = 0.3 · 1.
(
R
[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3, y = 1〉, ρ2) −→SSMT (0.3, ϕ)
Here, we know that we have to apply rule R.6 for state
(∃x ∈ D R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ)
ifwe select interval [−0.5, 0] for x. To abridge the example,weassume that in thepremiseof ruleR.6, the followingdeduction
sequence holds.
(∃x ∈ D \ {[−0.5, 0]} R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ) −→∗SSMT (0.7, ϕ)
Then we can compute the maximum of the probabilities calculated in the premise, i.e. max(0.3, 0.7) = 0.7.
(∃x ∈ D R[1→0.3,2→0.7]y ∈ {1, 2}, ϕ, 〈x2 ≤ 25.3〉, ρ) −→SSMT (0.7, ϕ)
Hence, an upper bound probability for the SSMT formula is 0.7, which here also is the actual probability of satisfaction.
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6. Experimental evaluation of the algorithm
In order to evaluate the algorithmproposed in this paper,wehave integrated our currentwork onODEenclosuremethods,
which extends the approach presented in [29], into the SiSAT tool as described in [61,62]. This prototypical implementation
still lacks some of the features presented in this paper; chief among them, it does not support existential quantification
over continuous domains and its ODE propagation currently only works in forward direction. In constrast to the approach to
embedding ODE enclosures as propagators into the iSAT algorithm described in [29], we use Nedialkov’s VNODE-LP [53] as
the underlying enclosure mechanism. The reimplementation of our ODE enclosure layer necessitated by this change is the
reason why the tool still lacks support for backwards propagation, intersection with flow invariants, and several technical
optimizations but, on the other hand, allows learning of deduced enclosures in new clauses – similar to the conflict-driven
clause learning rule R.3 described in Section 5.2.
6.1. Case study
In the remainder of this section, we present the quantitative analysis of a networked control system, starting with an
abstract system description and an automaton model of that system, succeeded by the encoding as an SSMT formula and
concludedwith theexperimental resultsobtainedwhenmakinguseofourprototypical implementation. Though the scenario
of this case study is of academic nature, it is representative of a number of real-world industrial applications comprising
the interplay of controlled continuous processes with feedback control mediated by a communication network exhibiting
communication latencies. Among the frequently used communication protocols in such environments is the class of carrier
sense multiple access protocols with collision detection (CSMA/CD) or with randomized collision avoidance (CSMA/CA),
which are popular because of their relatively low average-case latency and the widespread availability of corresponding
network components. The price to be paid is a broad variation in actual communication latencies stemming from retries
after collision detection or random retreat in collision avoidance. The resulting large jitter in the end-to-end latency of the
feedback path poses a major problem in networked control systems. A classical countermeasure is a pessimistic and thus
costly dimensioning of the communication network, which results from both the aim of generally keeping the jitter low and
the limited ability of current analysismethods to analyze such systems in their entirety. In the following,wedemonstrate that
themethods proposed in this paper are in principle suitable for such an analysis. In particular, manipulating a holistic model
of the networked control loop, they cover not only the effects of jitter on the controlled system, but also the otherwise often
neglected dependency of communication frequency and thus collision probability and jitter on the state of the controlled
system.
The case study of this paper is illustrated in Fig. 5. Two processes are to be regulated by a networked control unit.
These processes of potentially physical, biological, or chemical nature are continuously evolving while the actuators may
occasionally switch someof their controlled inputs, causing a change of the processes’ continuous behaviors. Periodically, the
observable states of the processes aremeasured by the sensors and then transmitted to the controller via the communication
bus. The controller checks whether the current state of a process requires some modification of its inputs to change the
process’ behavior. If so, the controller sends an adequate data package over the bus to the corresponding actuator. In the
present scenario we assume the bus to be a sharedmedium subject to collisions, i.e. only one of the sensors or the controller
may use the bus at a particular time. Obviously, this restriction leads to situations where a device is ready to send but
cannot actually start sending due to bus occupancy, and also to situations where messages get lost due to simultaneous
sending of more than one device. In both cases the protocol tries to resolve the undesired situation by random retreat,
i.e. through assigning a random delay before resend to each of the conflicting senders. Given such a randomized protocol
Fig. 5. A networked control system.
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embedded in the described application, a quantitative analysis of the overall system requires a precise exploration of all the
possible interleavings between the continuously evolving processes, the timing delays of the discrete components, and the
probabilistic choices in resolving potential communication conflicts.
6.2. Parallel components model of the case study
An implementation of the abstract case studymotivated above is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.We havemodelled the system by
a set of parallel automata, each reflecting particular aspects of the system dynamics. Note that flattening out this concurrent
system by a product construction would yield a PHA of 26 · 32 · 53 · 7 = 504.000 graphical locations and, due to two further
Boolean variables signalling successful sends, slightlymore than 2million discrete locations overall. In Fig. 6, the plantmodel
with its continuous evolution is given by two hybrid automata representing the two processes p1 and p2. If left uncontrolled,
each of the processes converges exponentially to either +10 or -10, depending on the mode it is in. The task of the controller
will be to keep the system inside the corridor [−8.8, 8.8] by switching between themodes early enough. Therefore sensors,
depicted by the automata s1 and s2, regularly try to send current measurements of the continuous variables x1 and x2
representing the continuous state of the plant over the bus to the controller. The controller (cf. Fig. 7) comprises a receiver
part for each of the sensors (cr1 and cr2), an arbiter (ca) to queue pendingmessages to be sent to the actuators, and a sender
(cs) whose task is to transmit the actual messages to the actuators. In order to compensate for the anticipated network
delay, the controller already decides to send a switchmessage whenever a received sensor value falls outside the corridor of
[−8.0, 8.0]. Successfully receiving such a switch message from the controller, the actuators (a1 and a2) perform the switch
– modelled by sending an event p1_toggle or p2_toggle to the respective process p1 or p2.
As the bus protocol is one of the central aspects of the model, a more detailed explanation is of interest. As mentioned
above, only one device can successfully transmit amessage over the bus at a particular time. If more than one sender is using
the bus, this can be detected afterwards – in practice by, e.g. bus snooping or through lack of an acknowledge message from
the receiver addressed. This behavior is modelled by the bus_error automaton, which switches to its error state as soon as
there is more than one sender and leaves it only after the last of these senders has ceased sending. Thus, also the last sender
can detect that its message has not been transmitted successfully.
According to the implemented protocol, a device has to sense the bus prior to actually starting to send in order to avoid
unnecessary conflicts. If the bus is not free when sensing or if an error occurred during transmission, a random retreat
scheme is employed by setting a timer to a random value and waiting for the corresponding duration. These random de-
lays can be seen in the automata on the probabilistic transition from states sense to wait and send to wait respectively.
For sensor s1, these are, e.g. 4 time units (t.u.) chosen with probability 0.25, 7 t.u. (probability 0.75), and 13 t.u. (probabil-
ity 0.25). We chose lower delays for the controller because its messages have both a higher urgency and a lower frequency:
it only sends a message if a toggle is really required. The sensor messages on the other hand will often contain measure-
ments that will not cause any further reaction, as they will mostly frequently indicate that the current control mode can be
held.
6.3. Encoding of the system
Each of the automata described above has been manually encoded into SSMT format. Thereby, we have followed the
scheme described in Section 4, yet have deviated from strictly applying that scheme where simplifications in the encoding
were obvious. For example, all transitions in the components of the system have deterministic guard conditions such that
therenoneed for existential quantificationupon transition selection.As introduced inSection4, each instanceof thevariables
in the predicative encoding describes the system’s state at a particular point of time. Therefore, parallelism demands that
each automaton can be interrupted and perform a transition at any moment, thereby keeping the valuation of its variables
constant (often called stutter jumps). The formula thus explicitly encodes such self-loops that are invisible in the automata
depicted in the figures. The different forms of communication between the automata (using events, shared variables, or state
observation) are all mapped to using the valuation of the corresponding variables in those parts of the formula encoding
transition guards or actions. To compute the duration between two successive snapshots in a scheduled event fashion, we
introduce a step variable for each of the components that is set to zero whenever the automaton switches between modes
(which takes no time) or set to the anticipated flow duration when the automaton is known to reside in a mode (e.g. when
a sensor is waiting). In the latter case, the next variables (encoding the temporal position of the next event) are used to
determine these durations. The duration of the global step is thus the minimum of the local steps. For more details, we refer
the reader to the input files that contain the complete encoding. 7
To evaluate our proposed integration of safe ODE enclosures into the SSMT algorithm, we compare three different en-
codings of the continuous behavior. First, we encode the differential equation directly in order to have it handled by the
combined ODE-SSMT solver. As for this example, the closed-form solutions are easily computable, in a second encoding the
ODE constraints are replaced by the explicit solution functions, thus forming an SSMT model without any ODE constraints.
As such solution functions are in general not easily obtainable, our third model comprises a safe overapproximation of the
continuous behavior. In order to achieve this, we calculate the first Taylor terms of the ODE’s exact solution and use the
7 To be found at http://www.avacs.org/Benchmarks/Open/sisat_ode_benchmark.tar.gz.
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Fig. 6. Parallel automata of the case study: bus, sensors, actuators, and continuous processes.
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Fig. 7. Parallel automata of the case study: parts of the controller.
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Fig. 8. Overapproximation compared to exact solution.
knowledge that any trajectory starting within [−10, 10]will never leave that interval to bound the error term. The resulting
formula thus performs an Euler step and compensates for the truncation error using the bounded second order Taylor term.
For the ODEs
d x
d t
= −x(t) + 10
r
, with r ∈ {100, 200} (I)
d x
d t
= −x(t) − 10
r
, with r ∈ {100, 200} (II)
the solution functions are given by
x(t0 + h) = 10 + e−h/r · (−10 + x(t0)) for (I)
x(t0 + h) = −10 + e−h/r · ( 10 + x(t0)) for (II)
and the overapproximations by
x(t0 + h) ∈ x(t0) + h · −x(t0) + 10
r
+ h
2
2
· −[0, 20]
r2
for (I)
x(t0 + h) ∈ x(t0) + h · −x(t0) − 10
r
+ h
2
2
· −[−20, 0]
r2
for (II)
using [−10, 10] as a safe overapproximation for x(t) in the remainder term. Fig. 8 illustrates the enclosure characteristics of
this overapproximation and its conservativeness for different stepsizes h and r = 100.
In order to compare this overapproximationwith VNODE-LP [53], whichwe use internally to enclose theODE trajectories,
we called the VNODE-LP tool with the given ODE (I) for upwards dynamics and r = 100. Starting for a point value x(0) = 0,
the tool was able to take one step of length 200 to reach the final point directly, calculating a safe enclosure for that point
x(200) = 8.6466471676338[674, 799] ina small fractionofa second.Computing tight interval enclosures for interval-valued
initial conditions, e.g. given x(0) ∈ [0, 3], yields the enclosure x(200) ∈ [8.6466471676338674, 9.0526530173437188],
which is exact up to at least 14 digits – again using only one direct step.
While these three different encodings can be used to reveal the impact of using an ODE solver inside the SiSAT algorithm,
an additional impact factor may be the level of random and existential quantification as well as newly introduced non-
determinism. We therefore define four scenarios featuring different characteristics regarding these criteria:
1. By replacing the random choices in the model by pre-defined constant values and setting the initial values of x1 and
x2 to 0, the model becomes completely deterministic. We use this model to validate the behavior of the system.
2. Again fixing the initial values of x1 and x2 to 0 but leaving the randomized quantification intact, we get the smallest
model that reflects the described behavior, i.e. faithfully represents collisions on the bus and the consequences of
random retreat.
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Fig. 9. Sample trace for the first scenario (i.e. without random quantification and fixed initial conditions) with direct ODE encoding. The time-axis is given by
the actual time variable. The trace was calculated for 500 BMC steps, i.e. each graph consists of 500 sample points, which have been connected for illustration
purposes only.
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Fig. 10. Calculated maximum probabilities for the three different scenarios comprising random quantification: (a) scenario two with one fixed initial point,
(b) scenario three with existential quantification of the initial point, (c) scenario four with existential quantificationmapped to initial ranges. Subfigure (d) shows
interesting excerpts in logarithmic scale to visualize the quickly growing gap between the overapproximation and the ODE/solution results.
3. The third scenario also uses random quantification but adds existential quantification for the initial values. Instead of
setting them to fixed values, both x1 and x2 can be set to any value from {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} independently.
4. In the fourth scenario, a level of non-determinism for the initial values of x1 and x2 is added. Instead of assigning
the values from the existential quantifier’s domain directly, they are used to map x1 and x2 to initial ranges from{[−2,−1], [−1, 0], [0, 1], [1, 2]}.
For each of these scenarios, the three different encodings of the continuous dynamics have been generated.
6.4. Analysis and results
The goal of the controller is to keep the continuous variables inside the interval [−8.8, 8.8]. We thus are interested in
the failure probability of the system, i.e. leaving this interval in at least one dimension. This goal is added to our encodings
of the system as a description of the target states. The sample traces obtained from the first scenario show that this goal is
reachable. Fig. 9 depicts one of those sample traces with a BMC unwinding depth of 500 for the encoding comprising ODEs.
As can easily be seen from the figure, the trace clearly reflects the intended system behavior.
For the other three scenarios, we do not report single traces but the computed upper bounds of the probabilities to reach
a target state, i.e. for x1 or x2 to become greater than 8.8 or less than −8.8. The experiments were performed in parallel on
a 16 core 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron machine with 128 GB physical memory. The overall computation time for each of the 12
models (resulting from four scenarios and three encodings each) was limited to 1 week. We stopped computation at a BMC
unwinding depth of 500 or after reaching that deadline.
For the three scenarios involving random quantification, Fig. 10 depicts the upper bounds on theworst-case probabilities
resulting from the different encodings of the continuous behavior. It shows that the probabilities computed for the models
incorporating ODEs and the models using the closed-form solutions coincide in all cases where the algorithms delivered
analysis results within the given limit on runtime. Furthermore, the upper bounds on the probabilities obtained on the
overapproximation are never tighter than those computed via ODE solving or closed-form solutions, i.e. they either coincide
or are weaker in the sense of being strictly greater. The results even suggest that there is an exponentially growing gap (cf.
Fig. 10 (d)) between the probabilities computed via the overapproximation and the ones calculated by ODE solving.
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Fig. 11. Runtimes for the four scenarios of the case study: (a) scenario without random quantification and with fixed initial value, (b) scenario two with random
quantification and fixed initial point, (c) scenario threewith existential quantification of the initial point, (d) scenario four with existential quantificationmapped
to initial ranges.
The runtimes are shown in Fig. 11. Clearly, the solver performs best on the models making use of the exact solution, as
expected. The runtimes for the overapproximating model stay very close to those of the exact solution for low unwinding
depths, however increase dramatically later on. This is most likely due to the increased coarseness of the approximation,
which causes a greater amount of non-determinism in themodel. The solver thus has to cover a rapidly growing search space,
e.g. whenever the overapproximated trajectories could either satisfy a transition guard or not, the solver has to investigate
both options. Compared to themodel encoding the exact solution, the overhead of using the embedded ODE solver is clearly
noticeable. However, at least in the first two scenarios, at some point, the runtimes for the overapproximation exceed those
for the ODE version and subsequently the ODE-enabled solver outperforms the one using the overapproximation. For the
other two scenarios, a similar behavior is expected to occur eventually, as the runtime curves for the overapproximation
version growmore steeply than the ones for the ODE version. The data collected within the runtime limitations is, however,
insufficient to reveal an actual intersection between the respective curves in these scenarios.
Our experiments indicate that integrating ODE enclosure methods into the SiSAT tool is a promising approach. The
combined algorithm using ODE enclosures outperforms the solver on a model using overapproximation of the continuous
dynamics in terms of tightness of the calculated probabilities and in at least some of the scenarios even in terms of solver
runtimes. Obviously,whenever the closed-form solution is readily available and expressible in the constraint language –with
the latter not being very restrictive due to the rich set of arithmetic operators supported by SiSAT – one should make use of
it. However, as closed-form solutions to differential equations are only available for a small subset of the ODEs encountered
in models of technical systems, a solver that supports direct use of ODEs is much more versatile in practice.
7. Conclusion
This paper has given a detailed account of a symbolic encoding of probabilistic bounded reachability problems of dense-
time probabilistic hybrid automata, together with a generalized SMT procedure determining the satisfaction probability of
that encoding based on DPLL-style proof search and arithmetic constraint solving covering both non-linear arithmetics and
ODEs. These ingredients provide a technique for analyzing probabilistic hybrid systems without resorting to approximation
by intermediate finite-state abstractions and, due to the fully symbolic manipulation of discrete states facilitated by DPLL,
without flattening out concurrent systems, thus potentially enhancing accuracy and scalability of the analysis algorithms.
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The solving algorithmemploys a tight integrationof constraint solvers that hasnot beenpublishedbefore andwhichprovides
a completely new functionality. It is, however, built from components that have previously been implemented: An SMT-
like procedure handling large Boolean combinations of non-linear arithmetic constraints, as encountered in the transition
dynamics of general hybrid systems, has been implemented in the iSAT tool [32]. Its combination with safe enclosures
for ODEs facilitating SMT reasoning over flows in hybrid systems has been prototypically implemented in [29]. Finally,
a unification of SMT and stochastic SAT called SSMT has been explored in [61] and applied to discrete-time probabilistic
hybrid automata in [33,62]. Our novel contribution here is to, first, unite those lines and, second, remove the severe semantic
limitations of the original SSMT approach. This permits a generalization to dense-time probabilistic hybrid systems and non-
deterministic assignments.
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